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Let F be the free group of rank two on generators j and h, and call F
the group of those automorphisms of F which fix the commutator of j
and h. In this note we present a simple criterion which characterizes the
elements of F. It is in some sense a counterpart to the paper of Osborne
w xand Zieschang 3 .
We fix some notation:
We understand the commutator of j and h to be l s hy1jy1hj .
For v g F let v denote the word in F which arises from v byÄ
replacing j by jy1 and h by hy1. The mapping v “ v is an automor-Ä
Ä y1 .  .phism of F, it conjugates l to l s jh l jh , and its square is the
identity. We call v a palindrome if it is such in the usual sense of this
term, i.e. if
v ? v s 1.Ä
Note that a palindrome is cyclically reduced if and only if it is a power of j
or h, the case j 0 s h 0 s 1 being included.
LEMMA. Let a , b g F such that
j “ a , h “ b
defines an element of F, the group of automorphisms of F which fix l. Then
y1 y1 y1 Ä y1 y1 y1a s hja h j , b s jhb j h ,Ä
or, in other words, hajy1 and jbhy1 are palindromes.
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Proof. We recall that the group F is generated by
f : j “ j , h “ jh ,1
f : j “ hj , h “ h .2
The statement of the lemma is easily checked for powers of f and f .1 2
So we have to show that assuming it is true for a and b it will remain true
if this pair is replaced by a and ab , or a and ay1b , or ba and b , or by1a
and b.
We compute, in the first case
&
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1Äab s ab s hja h j ? jhb j h s hja b j h .Ä .
But we have assumed
by1ay1ba s hy1jy1hj ,
so
& y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1ab s hjj h jhb a j h s jh ab j h . . .
Similarly in the third case,
&
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1Äba s ba s jhb j h ? hja h jÄ .
y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1s jhh j hja b h j s hj ba h j . .
The second and fourth cases are dealt with in the same way. So the
lemma is proved.
Now we can state the
THEOREM. Let a , b g F. Then the assignment
j “ a , h “ b
defines an automorphism of F which fixes l if and only if hajy1, jbhy1,
y1  y1 y1 .and hbaj are all palindromes. Here hbaj may be replaced by jabh .
Proof. The necessity of the conditions on a and b has been the
subject of the lemma. So we show sufficiency. By a well-known theorem of
 w x.Nielsen's see 1, p. 85 we have to show only that the commutator
by1ay1ba of a and b is l. This is a matter of straightforward computa-
tion,
&
y1 y1 y1 y1Ä1 s hbaj ? hbaj s h baj ? hbaj . Ä /
s hy1jhby1jy1hy1hjay1hy1jy1jhbajy1 s hy1jhby1ay1bajy1 .
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So the commutators coincide; the computation is completely analogous in
the alternative case mentioned in the statement. So the theorem is proved.
The theorem may be given the following form: let
P s v , p ‹ v , p , and vy1hjy1p are palindromes . 4 .
Then the assignment
P 2 v , p “ f g F , .
where by definition
f j s hy1vj , f h s jy1ph .  .
establishes a bijection between P and F.
There are palindromes which are useless for constructing elements of F;
v s hjhy1jh is an example: there is no palindrome v* such that a s
hy1vj and b s jy1v*h would constitute an automorphism of F which
leaves invariant l. On the other hand, the palindromes which fit in this
context if v s j m, m arbitrary integral, is given are v* s
 y1 mq1.n y1j h j h j , n arbitrary integral.
A simple observation finally allows characterization of the so-called
primitive elements a of F which are by definition those elements whose
commutator by1ay1ba with some suitable b g F equals l:
LEMMA. Let r g F be conjugate to ry1. Then this conjugation may beÄ
already achie¤ed by a palindrome.
Proof. First let r be a cyclically reduced word. Then ry1 is alsoÄ
cyclically reduced; it is nothing else but r read from right to left. The
cyclically reduced conjugates of a cyclically reduced word r are the words
dg where r s gd is any factoring of r into two factors with no cancella-
tion between g and d . So
& y1y1 y1 y1Är s dg s gd s d g .Ä Ä .
Äy1 y1 y1But dg and d g again are cyclically reduced words, so g s g andÄ Ä
Äy1d s d . In order to prove the lemma in full generality one only has to
observe that the statement of the lemma, if true for the cyclically reduced
word r will carry over to the full conjugacy class of r : ry1 s vrvy1 withÄ
vv s 1 impliesÄ
& y1 y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1grg s gr g s gvrv g s gvg grg gvg .  .  .ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä /
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and
&
y1 y1gvg gvg s 1 .Ä Ä /
for arbitrary conjugator g g F. So the lemma is proved.
We summarize in a corollary to the above theorem:
COROLLARY. Let a g F. Then the following are equi¤alent:
 . y1 y11 There is a b g F such that b a ba s l,
 . y1 y12 haj is a palindrome, and a is conjugate in F to al .
The proof is immediate: By the theorem the existence of some b g F
such that the assignment
j “ a , h “ b
defines an automorphism of F which fixes l s hy1jy1hj is equivalent to
the existence of some palindrome p g F such that both v s hajy1 and
vy1hjy1p are palindromes. The latter fact means
pvhy1jpy1 s jhy1v ,
which, by the preceding lemma, is equivalent to saying that the element
r s vhy1j s hajy1hy1j is, in F, conjugate to ry1 s jhy1v s jajy1.Ä
This is the statement of the corollary.
Note that it is easy to check conjugacy in F.
It is now an elementary exercise to characterize the automorphisms of
w xF in general, i.e., without assuming l to be preserved. By Nielsen 1 any
automorphism f of F will send l to a conjugate of itself or its inverse. Let
us call f orientation preserving in the first and orientation reversing in the
second case. The orientation reversing situation is reduced to the orienta-
tion preserving by an interchange of j and h. So we have the
 :THEOREM. Let a g F s j , h . There will be an element b g F such
 4 y1 y1that a , b generates F if and only if there is g g F such that hgag j is
y1 y1 a palindrome and if additionally a is conjugate to gag l and then
.j “ a , h “ b is an orientation preser¤ing automorphism or if there is a
g g F such that jgagy1hy1 is a palindrome and a is conjugate to gagy1l
 .and then j “ a , h “ b is an orientation re¤ersing automorphism of F .
Remark. It is natural to look at F as its own group of inner automor-
phisms: for v g F put
w x y1v a s vav , a g F . .
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In this form F intersects with F in the infinite cyclic group generated
w x w xby l . We observe that l has a square root in F: define t g F to be
w .y1 xthe automorphism v “ v, followed by jh ,Ä
y1t v s jh v jh . .  .  .Ä
The palindromes which by the theorem correspond to t are
v s h t j jy1 s jy1hjy1 , p s j t h hy1 s jhy1jy1hy1j .  .
with vy1hjy1p s jhy2j a palindrome.
We compute
y1y12 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1t v s jh j h v j h xih s lvl . .  .  . .  .
2 w x w xSo t s l . This fact is of interest in geometry and topology; see 2 .
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